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The Redshift Music Society is a registered charitable organization
founded in 2001 in Vancouver with a focus on bringing the music
of contemporary composers to the general public through unique
musical events in alternative venues. www.redshiftmusic.ca
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Redshift XV
Redshift XV is a free downloadable compilation album of
15 tracks from recent and upcoming Redshift Records CDs
in celebration of Redshift Music's 15th anniversary.
Performers included are Contact, Victoria Guitar Trio, Arkora,
musica intima, Standing Wave, Ethos Collective, Saxophilia,
P.E.P., SEA and SKY, Thin Edge New Music Collective,
Ensemble Paramirabo, Toy Piano Composers Ensemble,
Mark McGregor, Of Sound, Mind and Body, Paolo Bortolussi,
William George and Michael Strutt.
Composers included in this compilation are Ana Sokolović,
Nicole Lizée, Brian Harman, Colin MacDonald, Keith Hamel,
Elisha Denburg, Aaron Gervais, Benton Roark, Lou Warde,
Allison Cameron, Rodney Sharman, Jordan Nobles, Anthony
Genge, and Farshid Samandari.

It is available as a FREE download at:

www.bit.ly/RedshiftXV
www.redshiftrecords.org

PROGRAMME

Nakoda

(2002)
Ellen Lindquist (USA)
A reflection on the Tetrapods (Mammals) Collection

De Mares Imaginados

Pedro Alvarez (Chile/Australia)
A reflection on the Fish and Marine Invertebrates Collections

Jingzhe

(2010)

Kaiyi Kao (Taiwan)

(2015)

A reflection on the Insects Collection

Harakeke

Phil Brownlee (New Zealand)
A reflection on the Herbarium (Plants) Collection
(1999)

Wrenegade*

Nova Pon (Canada)

(2016)

A reflection on the Tetrapods (Birds) Collection

Stratus and Shale

(2003/4)

A reflection on the Fossils Collection

* Premiere Performance

Graham Flett (Canada)

PROGRAMME NOTES
Nakoda (2002) by Ellen Lindquist
Nakoda is named for the alpha female of the Peter Lougheed wolf pack,
who was killed—legally—by a hunter in Kananaskis country (near Banff)
on September 22, 2000. While wolves and other large predators are
protected within the boundaries of Banff National Park, it is sadly still legal
to hunt them outside of Park boundaries. Nakoda, herself named for the
Nakoda First Nations tribe of the Bow Valley, was first collared in 1996
with a transceiver that allowed wildlife ecologists to obtain valuable data
on the pack’s wide-ranging movements over the course of the year.
Nakoda is dedicated to the conservation of large predators everywhere
— in particular the wolves of the Canadian and American Rockies.
www.ellenlindquist.com

De Mares Imaginados (2010) by Pedro Alvarez
“My soul is a black maelstrom; vast vertigo around the void; movement of
an endless ocean around a hole in nothingness; and in those waters that
are more a turn than waters all images float of what I ever saw and heard
in the world – there go houses, books, drawers, traces of music and
voices’ syllables, in a sinister and bottomless swirl.” – Fernando Pessoa
(transl. Pedro Alvarez) www.pedroalvarez.info

Jingzhe (2015) by Kaiyi Kao
Jingzhe means the awakening of hibernating insects. According to
traditional Chinese folklore, early March thunderstorms and warming
weather awaken the dormant insects hiding in the soil and stone crevices.
Gradually they emerge and begin their Spring; with the expression of the
flute, we can also feel the warmth of spring and flowers that now begin
blooming everywhere.

Harakeke (1999) by Philip Brownlee
The flax plant (known in New Zealand by its Maori name, Harakeke), and
a cluster of related images, stands behind this piece. While not directly
pictorial, it suggests flickering, swaying movement, and a fascination with
dry, rustling sounds. These sounds and movements are not self-sustaining,
but set in motion by the agency of air, of wind and, in this case, of human
breath. On another level of human agency, the place of flax as a raw
material for intricately woven objects also intersects with the music. The
flute’s capacity for timbral modification, for the simultaneous manipulation
of multiple aspects of the sound production, encourages the instrument
into unstable behaviours, as different, and sometimes conflicting
performance gestures are superimposed, or placed in quick succession.
http://philbrownlee.co.nz

Wrenegade (2016) by Nova Pon
This work was inspired by a conversation with flutist Mark Takeshi
McGregor, which revealed his fascination and fear of birds -- or rather,
perhaps, his fascination with his fear of birds. The musical material of the
piece originates from the song of the Pacific Wren, a compact little
bird, with an even more compact song: to most humans, it is an
incomprehensible blurry burst of sound. However, if one seeks the means
to listen the song at a slower speed, one can approach perceiving it on a
human scale, and begin to appreciate the complexity of information
comprehended by wrens on their own terms. Continuing with an
attempt to transcribe the song into Western musical materials, and to
translate such to the Western concert flute, further extends the process-creating something, though related, that is new and distinct from the
original, but also bridge of patient, attentive willingness to approach the
understanding of a formerly unfamiliar being. www.novapon.com

Stratus and Shale (2003/4) by Graham Flett
Stratus and Shale was composed at the Banff Centre for the Arts, as a
reflection upon on a foolhardy expedition with two other musicians:
specifically, an impromptu idea to climb Cascade Mountain in late
September. The music unfolds in stages, similar to making such a climb;
and perhaps other aspects of the music echo this personal experience:
the shale rock scattering from under the feet; weather alternating
between lovely to ominous; rugged lichens hugging rocks – mocking
human presence in their alien world; and my brain being slowly pinched
by a migraine from the abnormal altitude. After very nearly making the
summit, we returned to our safer reality, at an altitude where such
experiences can only be incompletely – although poetically – transformed
into music. www.grahamflett.com

Mark Takeshi McGregor, flutes
Described as a “mind-blowing” musician of “huge physical energy”
(Victoria Times Colonist), flutist Mark Takeshi McGregor is widely
regarded as one of Canada’s leading interpreters of contemporary, avantgarde, and experimental music. As a soloist, chamber musician,
improvisor, interdisciplinary artist, and as flutist of the internationally
lauded Aventa Ensemble, McGregor has performed extensively
throughout North and South America, Europe, Israel, and Australasia,
including appearances at Festival Montréal-Nouvelles Musique, Music
Gallery (Toronto), Vancouver New Music Festival, New Works Calgary,
Athelas New Music Festival (Copenhagen), the Internationale
A•DEvantgarde-Festival (Munich), the Melos-Ethos International Festival
of Contemporary Music (Bratislava), and Núcleo Música Nova’s
2016 International Symposium of New Music in Curitiba, Brazil.
www.marktakeshimcgregor.com

